12

ED KAIWI:

Aloha, my name is Ed Kaiwi.

I

13

was formally in the United States Marine Corps, Echo

14

Company, Second Battalion.

15

here, and she told me all about the Navy.

16

trying to chase the Navy out of here?

17

Navy to remove the sonar from all military ships within

18

300 miles within our sights.

19

So I talked to this lady
Why are we

I just want the

So I want to give this to the captain.

This is

20

a handbook.

It says, Consultant with Native Hawaiian

21

Organizations in Section 106, review process handling.

22

So the Navy has to go through procedures with the Native

23

Hawaiian Historical Preservation Officer, which I am.

24

And then Sheryl Lovell is the other historical

25

preservation officer for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.

1

So I represent the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and the

2

Department of the Interior.

3

So these policies and procedures things that

4

I'm going to have Scott read after me identifying the

5

historical properties.

6

what area, like the lady said, that they're going to

7

test this thing.

8

So the Navy hasn't identified

And now the whole northern islands is a

9

sanctuary.

So no military ships supposed to be in the

10

sanctuary.

So right now the Navy is violating any rules

11

by bringing any military ship within the sanctuary area,

12

which is the Pacific Missile Range.

13

So the other one is adverse effect on it, and

14

then there's how to resolve the adverse effect.

What is

15

the implementation of the MOA?

16

agreement is what we need to sit down with the Navy and

17

the historical preservation officer and the state

18

preservation officer before anyone can proceed in

The memorandum of

19

whatever you're doing today.

20

And the last part is charter Native Hawaiians

21

and the public, so the public informant is the key

22

ingredients in sufficient Sections 106 consulting, and

23

the views of the public should be listed and considered

24

throughout the whole entire process.

25

So I'm a Native Hawaiian, and these are the

1

public.

And so the public and us are complaining about

2

the sonar that you guys destroy it.

3

mermaids aquatic eighth.

4

he can read the rest of this to you and follow the

5

policies and procedures of the federal government before

6

you even start to bring EIS in our waters.

7

allowed here and please follow the instructions.

8

that be known the procedures and policies of the

9

military.

So do I.

You have called the

So anyway, my time is up.

(Applause.)

And

They're not
Let

